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Message Notes                                                                                                                                                             Connecting the Dots #5 

AD 354–430: Augustine 
Laura Gilbertson 

 

Reviewing Trinity and Heresies: 

 

 

      
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Augustine’s Psychological Analogy: 

The trinity is like ______________, ______________, and ______________. 

 

Who was Augustine  

Early Years 

 

Conversion to Christianity (386)  

 

Call to Ministry (391) 

 

Pelagian Controversy: 

 Are humans born sinless? 

Pelagius: Yes, we sin only through ________________. 

 Implication: We can be ________ and ________ ourselves. 

 Augustine: No, we all ___________ a ____________ towards sinning. 

Implication: We need a ________________. 

 What is the gift of God’s grace? 

Pelagius: Grace _______________. 

Augustine: Grace ______________. 

 What is the source of salvation? 

Pelagius: Humans are saved by ___________. 

Augustine: Humans are saved by ________________. 

Because we are __________ of turning to God on our own, God must be the 

__________________ of salvation. 

__________________ goes before human response. 

 

Subordinationism:  

Jesus and  Holy Spirit are __________________ creatures. 

Modalism:     
One person who _____________ 
in three ways 

Tritheism: 
Three _______________ 

orthodoxy 

Three Persons 

Equality 

One God 



 
Connecting the Dots #5 

Augustine (354-430) 
Small Group Questions 

 
1. Augustine was first intellectually drawn to Christianity, but was afraid to fully commit because he 

knew it would require a life change. He wrote that he prayed “Oh God, give me the gift of 
chastity…but not yet.”   

a. Have you ever sat on the fence with your faith? If so, what is the story of your 
experience?  What moved you off the fence? If you are still on the fence, how do you feel 
about being there? 

b. What transforming work do you think God still wants to do in your life that is scary to 
think about? Does Augustine’s life story inspire or scare you when thinking about 
surrendering particular things to God? 

2. Augustine’s mother, Monica, prayed for her son to become a follower of Christ for several 
decades before his conversion.  

a. Who were/are the people in your life who have supported your faith journey? In what 
ways have you been able to communicate your appreciation for how God placed them in 
your journey? 

b. For whom might you pray and preserve hope, even if you may never see signs of change? 
How does Monica’s faith encourage you in this relationship? 

3. Augustine’s theology was not developed in an “ivory tower,” removed from real life. He served 
his community and learned to deeply love them. Laura claimed that our knowledge of God and 
theology takes clearest form when we immerse ourselves in relationships with others, not isolated 
study. Do you agree or disagree? What does this mean for your own spiritual growth? 

4. Read Romans 7:15-25. Paul shares his frustration that he struggles with sin, even though he 
doesn’t want to be sinful. How do Paul’s words connect (or not) with your own experience? 

5. Augustine describes human nature as being under the influence of sin’s power. He suggests that 
we all inherit a bias toward sinfulness that will cause “imbalanced scales” in our decision making.  

a. What is your response to that idea?  
b. How have you previously understood the concept of “original sin?”  
c. What was problematic about Pelagius’s belief that we are capable of perfection and 

sinlessness? 



6. Read Romans 8:1-2. These are Paul’s next thoughts after describing his frustration with sin that 
you read in chapter 7. He claims that Jesus Christ has the power to set us free from condemnation 
due to sin. How has this transformed your own life?  

7. Augustine claims that God must initiate salvation; God extends grace which then allows us to 
respond. This means salvation is not based on merit, like Pelagius claimed, but is a gift from God. 

a. How have you experienced God first reaching out to you? 
b. What difference does it make for you to think about salvation as a gift from God 

(Augustinian view) rather than viewing it as based on personal achievement of perfection 
(Pelagian view)? 

8. Augustine’s view on the “mixed body” of the church has been summarized this way: the church is 
a hospital for sinners, not a museum for saints. (See Mark 2:17.) What does that mean for 
Westwood and this particular small group? 


